SNAPSHOT OF THE
GROWING VEGAN
SCENE IN THE UK

The rise of veganism in the UK and what
it may mean for foodservice opportunities
From being seen as niche and ‘quirky’ even just ten years ago,
veganism is now more popular than ever across the UK. Driven
primarily by younger people responding to growing fears over personal
health, animal welfare and climate change – and fuelled by campaigns
such as the annual Veganuary – the growing interest and participation
in veganism looks set to continue. As ever, for foodservice operators,
the vegan movement represents both a challenge and an opportunity.
Either way, it can’t be ignored.
Veganism is
becoming more
mainstream and
less niche.

Most trend forecasters and market analysts agree that the era of mainstream
veganism has arrived. Growing out of its perceived eccentric origins, and latterly its
trendy, ‘metropolitan hipster' cache, the increasingly wide interest in the vegan way
of eating is fuelled by a variety of powerful – and highly topical – consumer motives
and supported by a burgeoning industry of crowd-funded new business start-ups,
cookbooks, Youtube channels, social media and events. But to properly understand
the growth it’s important to recognise that it’s largely a ground-up movement, driven
mainly by under-35s, and their motivations suggest that this is sustainable growth.
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What’s a vegan?
Like vegetarians, vegans have cut all meat and fish from their diet, but they go a step
further and also exclude any products of animal origin, such as milk, cheese, eggs
and honey. More than 860,000 of all vegetarians and vegans also avoid all nondietary animal products such as leather and wool.

Demand is being
driven not only by
declared vegans,
but by non-vegans
displaying vegan
buying behaviour.

The vegan ‘halo eﬀect’
It’s interesting to note that, beyond the core of declared vegans, there seems to be a
growing ‘halo’ of consumers who are not actually vegans themselves, but exhibit
vegan buying behaviour from time to time.
These range from vegetarians who may be
experimenting with veganism to noncore vegans
vegetarians who are reducing their meat
intake or concerned to eat more healthily, or
customers exhibiting
who are prompted to try veganism through
vegan buying
behaviour
events like Veganuary (see below).
Increasingly too, it seems that non-vegan
dining groups that
diners in a group that includes vegans are
include vegans
seeking outlets that cater for vegans, and
therefore view vegan menus as less ‘unusual’
A vegan customer model for
foodservice suppliers and operators: the
and may be tempted to try vegan dishes. For
opportunity is greater than core vegans
alone
all of these groups, the availability of vegan
items on menus is key.

Scale and growth
Although starting
from a small base,
veganism is
growing fast in the
UK. The relatively
young age of those
taking up a vegan
diet suggests that
growth will be
sustained and will
probably
accelerate.

Accurate and consistent data is hard to track down – perhaps because of the state
of flux and experimentation that many people displaying vegan buying behaviour are
in – so the available information can be quite conflicting. Nevertheless the growth in
veganism is consistently reported.

•
•
•
•
•

350% rise in the number of vegans in the UK 2006-2016
542,000 people said they were vegans in 2016
168,000 Veganuary participants – of which 60% were under 35
185% increase in vegan products launched 2012 - 2016
20% of under 35s have tried a vegan diet

[source: Observer April 2018]
The Vegan Society’s own research shows that the movement is being driven by
young people making more ethical and compassionate choices – close to half of all
vegans are in the 15-34 age category (41%) compared to just 14% who are over 65
– evidence to support even greater growth in the future.
The study also found that 3.25% of the population, around 1.68 million people, are
either vegetarian or vegan. More than 860,000 of all vegetarians and vegans also
avoid all non-dietary animal products such as leather and wool.
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The vast majority of vegans live in urban or suburban areas (88%) compared with
rural areas (12%) and this is reflected in London, where 22% of all vegans in Britain
live – more than any other region. Significantly, almost twice as many vegans identify
as female (63%) than male (37%). https://www.vegansociety.com/whats-new/news/
find-out-how-many-vegans-are-great-britain

Why are people are going vegan?
Why are more of us avoiding meat and dairy and happily going
herbivore? The BBC’s Food Programme investigated…
The reasons people
are choosing to go
vegan are multiple
and complex. They
explain why growth
is primarily focused
on younger
consumers and
also why more
consumers are
‘experimenting’
with veganism for
social and ethical
reasons.

The reasons people are choosing to go vegan are multiple and complex – probably
more so than for other dietary choices. It’s important to understand this, as it
explains why veganism is growing, why it’s especially attracting younger consumers
and females and why the trend is likely to continue. It also suggests that retailers,
foodservice operators and manufacturers should take care to avoid being seen as
oﬀering a ‘quick fix’ or ‘jumping on the vegan bandwagon’ – for the majority of
vegans (and those exploring or experimenting with this dietary regime), this is a long
term life choice that they take seriously. They need to feel that those supplying their
vegan products take it seriously too.
1. Animal cruelty / the ethical argument
For many people, not having a hand in the exploitation of animals remains the key
factor in their decision to go vegan, abstaining from animal products because they
find factory farming cruel and inhumane. As well as the slaughtering of animals for
meat, many vegans are concerned that egg-laying chickens and dairy cows can lead
unnecessarily miserable and short lives. For them, the only way to really prevent
cruelty is to abstain from all animal produce.

2. Going green
Many switch to veganism to reduce their impact on the environment. Huge amounts
of land are required to support and feed livestock, making it a significant contributor
to deforestation. And the water used by animal agriculture, mostly as irrigation for
feed crops, accounts for around 8% of global human water use. Enormous crops of
corn or grain also require pesticides and fertilisers, leading to pollution of our
waterways. Some vegans argue that if we grew plants merely for human
consumption, rather than for supporting livestock, many of these problems would be
solved.

3. Health
Many vegans choose the diet for its health benefits. Although veganism requires
supplements and careful planning, they argue that it’s a myth that we can’t get all
our necessary nutrients by eating outside of animal produce. Whole grains,
vegetables and fruits are naturally low in fat and cholesterol and rich in fibre,
magnesium, potassium and many vitamins. Advocates of plant-based eating say
vegans typically have lower levels of cholesterol and blood pressure, a lower body
mass index, and reduced risk of death from heart disease and cancer.
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4. Personal autonomy and challenging the status quo
For many, choosing plant-based cuisine “comes from a place of personal
autonomy.” Young people are asking how they can “take back control of their own
diet”, in a system where they’re not in control of many of the things that they
purchase.
5. Social media and the vegan revolution
“Social media has set light to the vegan movement” [Grace Dent, BBC] and before
the internet, “to be vegan was largely to be alone.” Those days are well and truly
over. Being able to connect with other vegans online makes communicating issues
surrounding diet – and promoting upcoming vegan food fairs, events and protests –
much easier.
6. Celebrity endorsements
High profile and celebrity vegans are showing young people that it’s possible to be
successful, and look and feel good without consuming meat and dairy. Among those
making eating soya look sexy are Ellie Golding, Natalie Portman, Ellen De Generes,
Joaquin Phoenix, Russell Brand and Miley Cyrus.
7. Greater opportunities to choose vegan
Vegan stalls, cafes and restaurants are popping up all over the country. On top of
specialist vendors, mainstream suppliers are now recognising the viability of vegan
food. Top restaurants increasingly oﬀer vegan dishes and in most supermarkets
there’s now a whole range of plant based milks to choose from: almond, soy, rice,
oat and coconut to name a few. Eating vegan has never been so easy.
[Source: BBC Food Programme]

Veganism is the ‘single biggest way’ to
reduce our impact on the planet, study finds
Endorsing the environmental argument, a report published in May 2018 in the journal
Science suggests that avoiding meat and dairy could reduce an individual’s carbon
footprint by nearly three quarters.
Researchers at the University of Oxford found that cutting meat and dairy products
from your diet could reduce an individual's carbon footprint by up to 73 per cent.
Lead author Joseph Moore said, “A vegan diet is probably the single biggest way to
reduce your impact on planet Earth, not just greenhouse gases, but global
acidification, eutrophication, land use and water use. “It is far bigger than cutting
down on your flights or buying an electric car. Avoiding consumption of animal
products delivers far better environmental benefits than trying to purchase
sustainable meat and dairy,” he added.
Source: https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/veganismenvironmental-impact-planet-reduced-plant-based-diet-humans-studya8378631.html
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The growth of
veganism in the UK
is concentrated, at
least to date, in
cities.

Veganism takes root more quickly in cities
“It's okay if you live in London but try telling a tribe in Mongolia or
another remote part of the world to go vegan”.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/newsbeat-42889756
In the same way that street food, and other food trends, have flourished first in UK
cities (notably London), veganism is, at least at first, an urban phenomenon. The pull
of a more savvy, younger, more socially connected population and the push of quickto-respond, flexible retail and foodservice operations with access to a worthwhile
footfall makes cities ideal incubators of the vegan trend. So claims / facts about
veganism’s popularity and growth should probably be viewed through the prism of a
metropolitan bias. That’s not to say that the trend won’t extend across the country,
but it’s likely to receive slower uptake outside of metropolitan areas, which may be
two to three years at least behind the pace of UK cities.

Soho has a brand new, fully meat free street food market
Following in the footsteps of Vegan Nights, Soho Vegan Market is completely plantbased, with stalls like Indian curry trader
Spicebox, Vietnamese baguettes specialist Eat
Chay and the brilliantly named ‘raw cake’
purveyors Planty Hugs taking over Rupert
Street in Soho every Saturday since April, 11am
to 4pm. It’s not the first, and surely won’t be the
last vegan street food market in London.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=z6WtWecc7r8
Find Soho Vegan Market every Saturday on
Rupert Street, Soho, W1D 7PQ.
Source: Time Out
Events such as
Veganuary have
been key to
converting people
to veganism. Most
participants in
Veganuary were
originally meat and/
or fish eaters, and
most continue to
follow a vegan diet
beyond January.

Veganuary puts the focus on veganism –
and lets non-vegans experiment with vegan
buying behaviour
Organised events and calls to action have been key to mobilising
people to be aware of, understand and try a vegan diet – even
temporarily – for themselves.
The co-founder of Veganuary, Matthew Glover, believes we're moved beyond it just
being a fad. He says in 2018, 78,000 people in the UK signed up to go without meat,
fish, dairy and eggs for a month. Back in 2014, it was 1,500. 67% of people who
responded to our 2017 survey told us they were still vegan six months later.
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Veganuary has been running since 2014 - By the end of December (2017), over
150,000 people had taken the pledge to do Veganuary – 31 days of animal-productfree existence. In 2014, 3,300 people took part and the cause has grown year on
year. And the figure this year is just those who signed up via the website ahead of
January – the real figure is probably higher.
http://metro.co.uk/2018/01/30/successful-veganuary-ever-7273184/?ito=cbshare
Of the 59,500 people who signed up for 2017, the majority – 44% – were meat
eaters, while 38% were vegetarian and 18% were pescetarian. At the end of the
month, 77% said they had eaten only vegan food in January, and 67% said they
intended to stay vegan.
VegfestUK are organisers of some of Europe's biggest vegan festivals – their
festivals create an “atmosphere where people can do the following all in one place:
eating, socialising, learning about healthy ethical eating, dancing, partying – you
name it! It’s a heaven for many people, whether they want to mix with like-minded
people, are curious about vegan lifestyles, or just want to eat all day and soak up the
party atmosphere.” https://www.vegfest.co.uk/

Vegan is the new vegetarian. It's becoming
more accepted and accessible.
More than a quarter of all evening meals in the UK are now vegan or vegetarian,
research shows. In the 12 weeks to the end of January, 29% of them contained no
meat or fish, according to Kantar Worldpanel. It’s important to understand that this is
driven by vegetarian and vegan buying behaviour, rather than only by vegans and
vegetarians. Consumers following meat-reduced and ‘flexitarian’ diets are making a
big impact on these trends.
As more people
reduce meat intake
in their diets, with
meat free days and
midweeks,
vegetarianism and
veganism are
becoming more
accessible,
available and
‘permitted’.

Through January, one in 10 shoppers bought a meat-free ready meal, boosting sales
by 15% compared to this time last year. Yorkshire-based meat substitute company
Quorn Foods saw global sales rise by 16% last year "Around the world we are
seeing a significant increase in meat-reduction diets, including both flexitarianism
and veganism," said Quorn Foods CEO, Kevin Brennan.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-42973870.
As a result, even mainstream UK restaurant chains are reacting by including vegan
options on their menus. Inevitably some operators are more imaginative and ahead
of the game than others, but the trend will surely be towards greater diversity. The
list also gives an indication of the type of products and dishes that operators are
focusing their vegan eﬀorts on.

“The reason why veganism started going
mainstream in 2012”*
The internet, and social media in particular, has fuelled the growing interest and
participation in veganism. To date, more than 57 million #vegan posts on Instagram
have showcased the photogenic qualities of vegan food. While the photo-sharing
app was launched exclusively on iOS in 2010, it became more widely-used in 2012
when a version for Android devices was released. Now, with more than 800 million
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users, it’s practically everyone’s favourite social media platform. Could it be that
Instagram is responsible for veganism's PR overhaul?
Most UK restaurant
chains now cater
for vegans. In some
this feels like a
‘token’ oﬀer,
because the
business feels it
has to, but others –
including some that
might not be
expected – are
embracing
veganism with
imagination and
enthusiasm.

“Platforms like
Instagram have
helped people see
veganism for what
it really is: a
compassion-driven
attempt to live an
ethical, sustainable
and healthy lifestyle
without contributing
to animal suﬀering.”
The Vegan Society

“The vegan community are incredibly active online,” explains Beth Trundle, head of
food at marketing agency Social Chain.This is likely because their dietary choices
are driven by their fundamental beliefs, she explains, which can boost their social
media activity as they are keen to share their passion for veganism with the world.
The hashtag system available on the platform could also be credited to bringing
veganism into the mainstream, as it makes the content shareable and helps to build
a community,
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/food-and-drink/veganism-rise-uk-whyinstagram-mainstream-plant-based-diet-vegans-popularity-a8296426.html
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*Source: The Independent

Vegan needn’t mean frugal
Operators are realising that vegan oﬀerings can be ‘indulgent’ as well as satisfying to
vegan diners, opening up wider menu choice and appealing to non-vegan diners
too.

Vegan food isn’t all
tofu and pulses:
developers and
chefs are working
hard to make sure
that vegans don’t
miss out on
indulgent treats too.

Vegans can now rejoice as
a London bakery has
developed the city's ‘besttasting’ vegan croissant.
The Artisan Bakery, located
in West London, said it
took six months to develop
the croissant to taste as
good as a regular croissant
– which is traditionally
made with 55 per cent
French butter.
This croissant is made with
rape seed oil which has the
least saturated fat out of
oils and the shortening
makes it naturally sweet.

Source: https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/foodanddrink/vegan-croissant-londonartisan-bakery-a3787936.html

Interesting world
cuisines founded
on plant-based
ingredients may
attract new
attention from UK
vegan eaters.

Ethnic cuisines will also fuel vegan food
growth in the UK
Vegetarians are now relatively well catered for in the UK, but if you want to avoid
animal products such as eggs and dairy altogether, it can still be tough to find a
restaurant to meet your needs. Several ethnic cuisines already established in this
country oﬀer a good starting point. With 40% of its native population living meat free
that’s a lot of people), India is the centre of the veggie universe. No other cuisine
matches the subcontinent’s scale and variety of vegetarian cookery, and while it’s
not all suitable for vegans, a good deal of it is.
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Closer to home, Italy has the highest percentage of vegetarians in Europe. It certainly
has a rich culinary tradition of cooking without meat. It’s not always easy to find a
wide choice of strictly vegan dishes in an Italian restaurant, but it’s a myth that all
pasta or risotto dishes are cheesy, buttery aﬀairs. Now that the regional diversity of
Italian food is celebrated in many of the UK’s restaurants, it’s getting easier. A
restaurant carrying specialties from southern Italian regions will oﬀer the most
choice. Olive oil rather than cheese will season many pasta dishes. Rich, toothsome
Puglian pasta shapes like orecchiette are usually made without eggs – and dried
pasta, made from durum wheat, is always vegan.
Source: The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/may/24/
expert-guide-eating-out-vegan
Plant-based dishes are also the basis of several interesting / exciting cuisines that
are yet to gain proper footholds in UK dining scene. The growth of vegan eating
could help to introduce cuisines such as Beirut’s booming vegan street food scene
to wider audiences and at the same time attract non-vegan eaters to the food.
Example Lebanese dishes that tick all the vegan boxes…
Kibbet laktine: You might recognize kibbeh as the Lebanese national dish. Pumpkin
kibbeh is a vegan variation on the original, typically featuring spinach with chickpeas
inside a bulgur-based dough.
Falafel: Sometimes stigmatized as the food of paupers, fried falafel balls comprise
fava beans, chickpeas and cumin. Line them inside Arabic pita before slathering with
tahini and garnishing with pickled horseradish, parsley and tomatoes.
Sandwich batata: Looking to overload on carbs? Here’s a genuinely Lebanese
thought: roll a handful of fries
inside pita bread. Add
creamy coleslaw, generous
heaps of aioli, ketchup and
pickles.
Sandwich arnabit: Akin to
the sandwich batata, this
wrap substitutes fried potato
spears with cauliflower
buds. Dress with tarator, a
dip of tahini, lemon juice and
garlic.
Cocktail sheqaf: These
fresh fruit cocktails contain
cubed fruit, fruit puree, fruit coulis and slivered almonds.
https://www.ozy.com/good-sht/5-must-haves-from-beiruts-booming-vegan-streetfood-scene/83988
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The junk food vegan revolution
“Forget clean living.
This is indulgent,
greasy, spicy,
saucy, deep fried
living, and it’s
delicious.”

Vegan food needn’t mean tasteless righteousness. As the number of vegan diners
grows – and especially as more non-vegans are following vegan dietary regimes
from time to time, or dining with vegans – more of them are looking for food that’s
tasty and indulgent as well as satisfying their dietary choice. Hence ‘vegan junk
food’…and why not? Making a vegan choice doesn’t mean you don’t want the don’t
want the flavours of fish and chips, dirty burgers, or vindaloos… you just want it
minus the fish or animal products and by products. For operators this means be
creative, think about flavour and don’t see veganism as a limitation, but as an
opportunity.
Source: Casual Dining Magazine, May 2018

Driving vegan choices in the public sector
Pressure from the
Vegan Society is
demanding that
availability of vegan
dishes should be
not just a choice,
but a right.
Mandatory
availability of vegan
dishes in public
sector catering
outlets will go a
long way to further
promote vegan
dining.

The Vegan Society is to launch a petition calling on the government to oﬀer vegan
options in public sector canteens in a bid to tend to the rising popularity of veganism
in the UK. The Vegan Society’s latest campaign, Catering for Everyone, will launch in
August in the hope of making vegan food more accessible. “By public sector
canteens we mean places like hospitals, schools, prisons, universities, workplaces
etc,” explains Dominika Piasecka, spokesperson for The Vegan Society.
“Basically anywhere where you go not out of choice but because you have to eat."
The charity hopes that by oﬀering nutritious plant-based dishes, it will encourage
non-vegans to also enjoy the oﬀerings as an alternative to meat-based meals. “As a
patient in a hospital or as a university student you don’t always have a choice of
where to eat, and it’s a problem if there are no vegan options,” Piasecka added.
“Veganism is protected under human rights and equality law, meaning vegans have
the right to suitable, animal-free catering in public sector settings.”
Source: The Vegan Society

Foodservice
operators of any
scale simply can’t
ignore the vegan
trend, and most
understand that
they can turn it into
an opportunity. But
because the last
thing they need is
additional
complexity, they’re
looking for
solutions that they
can apply across
their business, to all
their customers, not
just vegan diners.

The view of a foodservice operator
To help us with an industry perspective, we conducted interviews
with a sandwich/casual dining operators who cater for
vegetarians and vegans alongside their meat-based menus.
Note that these conversations were very limited in scale, but they have identified
areas for further exploration if we wanted/needed to. Key findings:

Vegan menus attract non-vegans too
The public’s demand for vegan options can vary depending on the type of outlets
people are eating at. At a food festival, for example, it's not that important for a
caterer to oﬀer a vegan alternative since groups will often disperse and pick and
choose from a variety of vendors. Restaurants, however, almost certainly need to
oﬀer vegan options; partly because vegan options are becoming increasingly
attractive to non-vegans, but also because otherwise it prevents some groups of
diners going to that restaurant. Increasingly, big groups going out may have one or
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two amongst them who are vegan, so when choosing a restaurant they'll want
reassurance that everyone in the group can be catered for.

Not having a vegan menu can have an negative impact
We also heard from a manager at Betty's in York that they're having to introduce a
vegan range since they're feeling the repercussions of not having those options
available. They're a massively successful and famous eatery so that fact they're
noticing a downturn in business – and that it’s taken until now for them to recognise
it – is interesting.

More options bring higher expectations
Since there are more and more places catering to the vegan market, that's seemingly
had a snowball eﬀect where everyone has to buy into it else they're left behind. The
more options available to the public, the higher their expectations grow when looking
for vegan options.

Make it easy for operators
Caterers will be
more encouraged
to oﬀer vegan
choices if they can
do so easily and
without
compromising their
overall operation.

Nearly every caterer would love to have just one supplier for all their products, since
it cuts down on order time, delivery costs, training staﬀ on purchasing, etc. They
don’t want to have to buy vegan products from a diﬀerent source: and ideally they
don’t want to have to buy diﬀerent products from the same source. So a range that
includes vegan products that don’t compromise on other features is the most
attractive option for caterers to buy from.
Products NEED to be clearly listed as vegan for the caterer buying from a supplier.
Again it saves them time but it's mostly that a caterer needs assurance so that they
know exactly what they're oﬀering to their customers.
* As an example, Booker Foods have a completely separate section oﬀering out
vegan products so it's abundantly clear to any caterer buying from them.

Vegan exclusive?
There are many people who don't mind buying vegan food from a place that serves
meat, however these are most likely not strict vegans. Customers range from strict
vegan to trying to cut down their meat intake, so there's a lot of middle ground
where people are simply trying to eat more vegan. There are most definitely more
‘militant’ vegans who will only buy from vegan-only places, however these are most
likely the minority of the potential market.
That said, the more militant vegans do research food businesses and suppliers. So
manufacturers oﬀering a vegan range ideally need to ensure they're not producing
those products right alongside non vegan products.

It’s not only about catering for vegans
As we’ve explored above, most people who buy vegan products aren't vegan
themselves. They're usually people who are cutting down meat intake, or looking for
inspiration for dishes they can cook themselves at home.
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Also unless a caterer is 100% vegan, most places won't advertise the fact they have
vegan options. This is because it's not the vegan label that makes somewhere an
attractive place to eat, it's the atmosphere and attention to this current food trend
that the public warm to. They like that a place they're eating in is trying to be more
responsible, and that they have healthier options to choose from.
* Although not vegan, Bundobust is a great example of a veggie only place that
doesn't market themselves as veggie. They simply are what they are. It's that
unique identity that draws in the public.
So the idea of supplying ONE vegan product that tastes good, performs well and
can be used for vegan and non-vegan customers will be the most eﬀective and
avoid wasting money for caterers.
https://www.vegansociety.com/whats-new/blog/charging-more-non-dairy-milk-fair
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Index
A snapshot of UK retailers and restaurant chains oﬀering vegan options
All Bar One

lots of vegan-friendly small plates, tapas, mains and desserts

Ask Italian

a vegan menu including pizza and pasta

Bella Italia

will serve pizza without cheese, as well as a few vegan pasta
dishes and new vegan cake

Boots

oﬀer a range of sandwiches and salads

Caﬀé Nero

oﬀers a vegan-friendly wrap, salad pot and pasta pot

Carluccio's

has a vegan menu that oﬀers pasta, sides and a dessert

Costa Coﬀee

oﬀers a Vegan Trademarked fruit crumble snack and a salad
with more options coming

Chipotle

allows you to make your own vegan-friendly burrito

Frankie & Benny's

order tomato soup and sorbets. Some franchises use vegan
pasta/dough while others do not, so check before ordering a
pizza/pasta without cheese

Go Falafel

an all-vegan falafel chain

Handmade Burger have a fine selection of vegan burgers and other sides, now
Company
registered with The Vegan Society
Harvester

now oﬀer three vegan meals and a pudding

Hungry Horse

new vegan menu

Las Iguanas

some good options from their vegan menu menu, including
curries and three mushroom fajita

Leon Restaurants

curries, salads and more for vegans

Loungers

a vegan menu which includes a burger and falafel among
other items

Marks and
Spencer

two vegan sandwiches and salad bowls

McDonald's

fries, hash browns and the Veggie Deluxe (ask for without
mayo) are vegan-friendly in UK

Mr Singhs

nearly all their pizzas and other dishes can be made vegan at
this veggie chain, found in Birmingham, Wolverhampton and
London

Nando’s

nearly all their pizzas and other dishes can be made vegan at
this veggie chain, found in Birmingham, Wolverhampton and
London

Pizza Express

oﬀers two vegan pizzas, one of which contains vegan
mozarella, as well as dough balls and sorbet
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Pizza Hut

selected items from the salad buﬀet and their classic base
pizza without cheese, though check as they often change the
ingredients in their bases - e.g. deep pan used to be vegan
but now has whey powder. Some branches now oﬀer vegan
cheese

Pound Bakery

do vegan sausage rolls

Pret

a range of lunch items like sandwiches and soups, as well as
a vegan 'Bounty' and almond milkshakes

Prezzo

oﬀers salad, vegan sharing board and vegan pasta. Reports
mention their pizza base is no longer vegan

Sainsbury's

as a hummus and roast veg wrap

Starbucks

oﬀers a vegan-friendly salad, porridge and other options
dependent on the franchise as well as vegan soy-based
drinks

Subway

ask for a veggie delite without cheese, and not on the
flatbread or the honey oat sub

Tesco

a falafel and hummus wrap

Thaikun

everything marked with a V on the menu is vegan, except the
Phai Tai, which can be requested as vegan

The Stable

oﬀers vegan pizza

Toby Carvery

main meals such as vegan-friendly pies and bakes as well as
desserts

Tossed

oﬀer wraps and salads

West Cornwall
Pasty Co

can rustle up a wholemeal vegetable pasty and a Thai
vegetable pasty.

Wahaca

a range of vegan options

Wagamama

a large selection of Asian-inspired sides, mains and a couple
of desserts. Vegan drinks, including alcohol, clearly marked
on their separate vegan menu

Wasabi

oﬀers vegan-friendly sushi

Wetherspoons

a vegan menu with items registered by The Vegan Society
which includes curry, pasta, chili and apple crumble

WHSmith

vegan-friendly wraps and sandwiches

Yo Sushi

a large selection of Asian-inspired sides and mains

Zizzi

order a pizza with vegan mozarella and other options from
their vegan menu

Source: https://www.vegansociety.com/resources/lifestyle/food-and-drink/veganfriendly-options-uk-and-us-chains
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Some other references
A Radio 1 presenter who documented his Veganuary. The clips are interesting and he
talks a lot about veganism but also the food options (and lack of) and the eﬀort
required to be vegan.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/newsbeat-42818443
Young and Vegan: The number of young people turning vegan is rising. Grace Dent
meets some of the people opening vegan eateries and finds out how creatives are
using social media to further the "vegangelical" cause.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09fjls3 - an interesting 30-min listen.
Instagram accounts to follow:
·
https://www.instagram.com/yesitsallvegan/
·
https://www.instagram.com/fatgayvegan/
·
https://www.instagram.com/veganeatsoxford/
·
https://www.instagram.com/accidentallyveganuk/
·
https://www.instagram.com/veganburd/
·
https://www.instagram.com/sociallyveganlondon/
·
https://www.instagram.com/sweetsimplevegan/
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